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The ~€DsJt--... f1tiOM alternation is limited to notms with final resonant, 
because resonants are particularly prone to acquisition of syllabicity, 
which, in turn, often leads to epenthesis. The construct forn~ of such 
nouns underwent epenthesis earlier than their absolute co-allomorphs 
early enough, in fact, to be affected by the well-knmm Hebrew stress
shift -because they lost their case-endings earlier. The original 
epenthetic vowel was lowered to a by Philippi's law. The retention of 
e in hiivU is due to overlapping of Philippi's law and stress-shift. 
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I. THE f!eBeR- lfAEJ.AR SUBCLASS OF SEGOLATE NOUNS 

Scholars have long been intrigued by a small group of exceptions to one of the fundamental 
rules of Hebrew morphology, viz., the rule which states that the construct-state allomorph 
of segolate nouns is identical to the absolute-state allomorph. Both the rule and the ex
ceptions were discussed already in the llth century by Yonah ibn Janfi!J (1886:205-6, my trans
lation): 

"Know that that which is of the form CeCeC, with six points [·: ·:] or with five l ·: .. ] , 
usually does not change when put in construct with a non-pronominal substantive, for 
example, 'i:Jtc~ m"-?Jtay-i.Jn, df:Jtcx yam hl.t£, 6ii.£c1I. haJ:-;(:o!UJ (h) ... - most of this class 
follows in the same path. But some of them do change when put in the construct, for 
example, ~sacli. in u-va-haa~ mibkovJxo; 1£yc1I. in 15y~ 'afo6cxo although it is un
changed in wo-xof. peteJt Xfyeli. b~hemo (h); zfM" in IU-zJtii." gaa hu.( 'I although it is 
rmchanged in ,~:S-zf.Jta~ gaa lovoHi nf.{.:a.': (as in w~-'=oho (h) qofl-Ut kJ-mo nE{ac) in n5}fi:= 
Xa"Mu."ow; [(1f:oc1I.] (las in] b·J-~cocli. u.-v:J-xo6ol1) in we- ,£w-i.Um ba-(1iU~ f.e.v yamu.Su.; 
yi:Jteq (as in w~-f.o(') noGal!. kof. yi:Jtcq bo-"ep) in wi-(y)Jtii.q dcXc(') ... But it is 
also possible that wi- I y) Jtii.q ddc I 'I is the construct of ~ov ,dltu.!1a8 yoltEq ... al
though in that case there would not be any evidence for us in it, since it would not 
be a member of the ,Eli.eo class. And I wonder at Abu Zakariyya [Ha(.Y,Ui] when he says 
that none of this class· change except hfvef. in havU hiivoru . . · . '' 

If we eliminate the one uncertain example here (yi:Jtcq), we are left with a group of nouns all 
of 1mich end in a liquid or ": 

(1f:oE1I. (1iia~ 'room ' 
1E:yEJt X5y~ 'offspring' 

zE:ILac zJMc: 'seed' 

nf.:{.a'= n:5¢ c 'plant(ation)' 

~foEJt ftao~ ' want, poverty' 

hif:vcf. havU 'vanity ' 

Three of the new examples discovered by Ewald (1835:250, 1855:472) fit in perfectly here, 

~O.[ta!t ,; :i(t~ 'trade, profits' 
~Evae ~Jvae 'seven' 
tQ.~ae ' n1ne '. 

2 Wa-<lam ,anna-hu rna kana <ala mitiHi pe<el bi-sittati nuqatin ,ay [l.c. Ibn Tibbon ,awj 
bi-xamsatin fa-~inna ~akrara-ha 1a yataga)~aru einda ~idafati-ha ~ila 1-~asma~i z-zahirati 
mitla ,ErE~ mi~rayim dcrEx yam suf sefcr hat-toro(h) .. : <ala haga yarraridu ,ak!aru 
1-bnb. Wa-qad yatagayyaru ba<du-hu "inda 1-,idafati ka-tagayyuri heMr fi qawli-hi u-va
l)aaar rn~Sk _ov a__x;) wa-ka-tagayyllri SEyEr fi sa yai- ~ aloftx ..> wa- =>in kana g:ayra mutagayyirin 
fi qm;ll-ln W"_:'Xol pErcr scycr b><:hemo(h) wa-ka-tagayyuri zera< fi qawli-hi ki-zra< <;80 
hu(,) wa-,lll kana gayra mutagayyirin fi qawli-hi k'l-zcra< gaa lovon wa-ka-tagayyuri n;:ta< 
~a~~r w~-~os~(h) q~?i~ k~-~ ~ora~ £I gawli-hi nBta~ Sacasuc~w wa-ka-t~garruri b~-DEsE~ 
U-V8-xofon fi qawll-hl we- ew11lm ba-J:lasar lev yamu0u. Wa-ka-tagayyun walo( ,) no Gar kol 
ynr:q bo-"e~ fi qawli-hi wi-(y)raq dc5E(,) ... Wa-rubba-ma kana wi-(y)raq dc5E(,) 
mu9'lfa rov "aruJ:>a8 yoroq . . . ,illa , anna-hu laysa yakiJnu hina- 'idin lana fi-hi saha
datan ~ig laysa min babi ~EYE?· Wa- ~inn I la- ~acjabu min =>abi Zakari.yya fi qawli-hi ~anna
hu lam yatagayyar min haga 1-babi cinda 1-,iqafati gayra havel havolim. 
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but Ewald's fourth new example 

'taking, to take' 

does not. It should be grouped instead with medial pharyngal forms like: 

'behind' 

'fe\mess ' 

An additional example was discovered not long ago by Bergg:riin (1950:7) in the Kaufmann man

uscript of the Mishnah - he could have cited Codex Panna A (= De Rossi 138), as well - and 

Elijru1 Levita's Se6~ Ha-Tibbi (s.v.): 


'superior priest' 

It should be noted that, although neither of these singular forms occurs in the Bible, the 

plural fonn does, and it is therefore likely that the alternation attested in the Mishnah 

is much older than that source. This example ends in a nasal rather than a liquid, but since 

the liquids and nasals form a natural class (commonly called resonants), it fits in well with 

the other examples. 


Three other construct forms deserve mention here, although it is not certain that they are 
actually derived from segolates: gija&.t (Exodus 15:16), g;;voah (I Samuel 16:7), and q~o~ 
(Psalms 46:5, 65:5). The idea that gJao.t and qoa66 are in some way equivalent to g6B8.t and 
qoacX (the Hexapla actually READS Ko6o in Psalms 46:5) goes back at least as far as Samuel 
ben l\1eir (Exodus 15:16), but the suggestion that gJaii.t, giiviiah, and qiioii6 have something in 
common with (liiili'vr., hil:vU, etc. seems to be original with S.D. Luzzatto ([1860] 1970:7-8, 
[1871 J 1965:290; cf. also Lambert 1931:108, Kogut 1969:23-4, Blau 1971: 318). There is, how
ever, another school of thought which maintains that g;;aB.t, g'Jviiah, and q:?oii6 are the construct 
forms of the adjectives goaii.t, goviiah, 4 and qooii6 (Brockelmann 1908:II,48, Rabin 1967:7, 

. Koehler-Baumgartner 1967, s. v. qocoalt). Brockelmann (op. cit.) adduces these forms as evidence 
that adjectives can serve as abstract nouns in Hebrew, a proposition which becomes much more 
attractive when limited to adjectives in the construct state (cf. also maA in I Samuel 15:32, 

Psalms 38:15, y56aG in Deuteronomy 2l:ll, and perhaps y:i6e-lh) 5 in I Samuel 16:12, 17:42). 

This syntactic explanation obviously implies that g:Jilii.t, g:iviiah, and qvoiiJ have nothing to do 

with !1iioi'vr., ha:vU, etc., and we shall therefore take the prudent (and convenient) course of 

amitting these fonns from the discussion which follows. 


One last alternation which may belong here is the alternation of the infinitive construct, 

q5to.t, with its co-allomorph (before suffixes), qoft-, but since the original shape of the 


3This form is reconstructed on the analogy of forms like kOvEO 'heaviness', hDzEq 'strong
ness'' etc. The reconstruction depends on the assumption that ma~ot is an abstract noun 
rather than an infinitive construct, a distinction which is perhaps dubious from a histori 
cal point of view but seems to have synchronic validity. 

4 0ne problem for this theory might be the fact that we expect govah as the construct of 
govoah (on the analogy of alternations like mizbii.a(l (abs.) ~ m£zba~ (canst.)), and this fonn 
actually occurs several times in the Bible. On the other hand, the retention of o in 
g"Jvoah would seem to be just as much of a problem for those who take it as the construct 
of govah. 

5 The appropriateness of this example hinges on the meaning of "im in the two verses cited. 

It is generally taken to mean 'and' in these verses, but it might, like English 'with', 

have the meaning 'possessing (a quality)'. This meaning would fit nicely in I Samuel 25: 

25 and Psalms 89:14 as well. 
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latter is uncertain due to fluctuation in the Massoretic pointing (between forms like 
4oxb:!xo and <o~bl, which point to an original *CuCC, and forms like Xoxvo and koBvo, \<hich 
point to an original "CuCuC), we cannot be sure. Moreover, if the vocalization of q'iitat 
owes anything to epenthesis, it owes at least as much to contamination of the infinitive 
construct with the infinitive absolute (Jolion [1923] 1965:109-10) and the imperfect (cf. 
Bauer-Leander [1922] 1965:316-7). The original form of the alternation and its conditioning 
may accordingly be beyond recovery. 

A form which does not belong here, contrary to ,;hat I once thought, is o~apBEAA£1~, the 
rendering of o{,lt ftym "Book of Psalms" in Qrigen's list of the books of the Bible, reproduced 
by Eusebius in the EQC-teo-i.MtiQM Hl6tOJty (Schwartz 1908: 574). The form o¢ap is open to 
several interpretations. It could he a scribal error for~oa¢pwhich crept in before the time 
of Eusebius (o¢ap is definitely the form which Eusebius had; cf. the critical apparatus, loc. 
cit.), but *oa~p would be anomalous in its own right as a rendering of Hebrew *ol{,lt (one would 
expect *oc¢p6 ). 

A second possibility l<ould be to take o¢ap as a rendering of the Aramaic construct form' o{,M. 
It is true that BEAA£1~ has the HEBREW plural suffix and that all of the other names' on 
Origen 's list are Hebrew (e.g. ap~co¢cKo6Elp 9 , oaSpn"ia~u\! 1 0 

), but, as Kutscher has sho,;n 
(1959:15-6,46-7), none of this is incompatible Hith an Aramaizing vocalization. Indeed, 
Origen's vocalization of the Biblical text itself is not free of Aramaisms (loc. cit.), so 
there is no reason to exclude the possibility of an Aramaism in his vocalization of the Bib
lical book-titles. On the other hand, it should be noted that, out of the many segolates in 
the e>."tant fragments of Origen 's HexapR.a (Mercati 1958), there is not one on the pattern of 
o¢ap (Br¢nno 1943:136). Even gbn in Psalms 18:26, vocalized g5valt by the Massoretes, is 
vocalized yaSp by Origen (loc. cit.). In any case, it is obvious that both of the above in
terpretations obviate the need to deal Hith o¢ap within the framework of this article. 

The third, and most likely, hypothesis is that o¢ap is to be connected with the Samaritan 
Hebrew fonn <L6{,M 'book' (the initial vowel is prothetic and probably late). This form is 
not a segolate smce it occurs (Ben Hayyim 1961) in the absolute state (e.g. Deuter·onomy 31: 
24,26) as well as in the construct [e.g. Deuteronomy 24:1,3). It is, rather, a noun on the 

6 Cf. forms like ~EXP (= Massoretic zl~-) and pcoG (= Massoretic ltlKt-) in the second 

column of Origen' s Hexa.pR.a. (~lercati 1958). Other forms with < correspond to Massoretic 

a-stems: \JE¢o1 (= Massoretic M{,1l), ocpxw (= Massoretic danlw). 


7The construct still existed at this period (Kaddari 1969:104) even though d-periphrasis had 
become, in Kaddari 1s \vords, "the regular way of nominal subordination~~ (ibid. , 102). 

8 It should be noted, however, that many of these titles "consist of either (1) the first 
word or words of the book ... or L2) the name of the hero or supposed author ... " (Swete 
[1914] 1968:214), and that such titles cannot be adduced as evidence concerning o¢ap8EAAE1~ 
which is "a description of the contents" (loc. cit.). Consequently, only titles which fall 
into this latter category are adduced here. 

9This is close to the Mishnaic title of the Book of Numbers, but the vocalization differs. 

Codex Kaufmann has f.tummal, hap- plqquolm in Sot£1h VII, 7 and in Menafwt IV, 3 and !Jumal, hap

paquolm (the ke:Uv is hpyqwdym) in Yoma VII,l. Codex Panna A (De Rossi 138) has !Jomc~ 

lw.p-plqqualm in the Yoma passage. 


1 'Hebrew davlte (= Tiberian d.i.vJte) yamln "Chronicles" (lit. 'thin~s of days'). Note that this 
title cannot be Aramaic because the Aramaic plural of yam 'day is yomln with an a, and 
because the Aramaic word for 'things of' is mille. The plural suffix -.i.n is, of course, 
almost as corrnnon in Mislmaic Hebrew as it is in Aramaic. 
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q~tol pattern, virtually identical to the Late Biblical (II Chronicles 2:16) 11 and Mishnaic 
(Naz.iA VII.3, KeLim I.l, Zav-im V.lO) word oa6oJt meaning 'counting'. It follows that, even 
according to this interpretation, o~ap has little in common with the Hebrew segolate con
struct forms which are the subject of this article. 12 

2. FOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ORIGIN 

OF THE {fe/)/'}1 - {lABAR ALTERNATION 

We are left, then, with a highly coherent set of segolate construct forms, all of which end 
in a resonant or c (and it is not =reasonable to theorize, as does Levin (1966:4), that the 
latter was also a resonant, i.e. an a-vowel with pharyngeal constriction but no audible 
friction, in ancient Hebrew, at least in the environment of C #) and are stressed on their 
epenthetic vowel. It is obvious that any attempt to explain how these forms originated will 
have to accolUlt for these facts by answering the following questions: 

l) Why did the stress shift, in these forms, to the epenthetic vowel? 

2) Why didn't this change take place in the absolute state of ~iWWr., hii.vU, etc. as 
well as in the construct? 

3) Why was the change favored by a final resonant? 

One final question is needed to round off this list: 

4) Why does the epenthetic E of the absolute alternate with other vowels in the 
construct, viz. 

a) e in hiivU 

b) a in ~iWWr., ,;S~Wr., etc. 

- v 
3. PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO EXPLAIN THE 1/Cf!I:R-HAf!AR ALTERNATION 

3.1. Sievers' Theory 

Previous attempts to e>-lJlain the (ti:ilcJt- (tiioWr. alternation have tended to focus on only two 
or, at most, three of these questions, question 3 being the one most consistently ignored. 
Sievers, for example, gives the following explanation (1911lh:279) for the alternation: 

"Beim Status constr. ist ja auch der Accentwechsel ganz verstMdlich. Je 

stfirker der Status constr. enttont wird, liD\ so mehr verliert er seine 

eigene (d. h. historisch berechti9tel Tonsilbe und ordnet sich lediglich 

dem allgemeinen rhythmischen Geflige unter, in dem er auftritt ... " 


In other words, the \veakened accent of a noun in the construct state was more easily in
fluenced by external rhythmic factors, e.g., the accent of the following noun, requirements 

11 I owe this reference to Professor Ben Hayyim. In fact it was he who first called my
attention to the form ~'Jootr. and to the possibility of linking it with a~ap. 

12The form a~EP(TEAEl~/TEAl~) which occurs in Epiphanius' list of the Biblical books (Audet 
[1950]1974:55) and in the genealogically related list published by Audet (ibid., 53) is, 
of course, even further removed from the fonns treated in this article. It is also much 
more difficult to interpret. 
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of meter (in poetry), etc. This theory would lead one to expect that proper nouns, which 
occur only rarely (if ever) in the construct state, would be immune to shift of stress from 
etymological vowel to epenthetic vowel, and the fact that this is not the case (see §4.2 
below) casts a heavy cloud of suspicion over the entire theory. Furthermore, it is apparent 
that Sievers' theory does not address itself to questions 3 and 4 at all, a defect pointed 
out, in part, already by Bauer and Leander(/1922]1965:574): 

"Die Umfarbung des Ultimavokals bleibt hierbei .. . unerkHirt." 

3.2. Bauer-Leander's Theory 

Bauer and Leander's mm explanation (loc. cit.) is designed to provide a partial remedy for 
the above-mentioned defect: 

"Wahrscheinlich sind sie einfach nach Analogie der 4. Klasse entstanden: 

deoivJm : de5ilJt = geoivJrn : x; x = getlillt." 


The same type of analogy would presumably explain the Umfarbtmg of !taoi'vt, f!Miilt, J i)yi'vt, ~ :l!ti'vt, 
and 6~yan, so even if we do not agree with Bauer and Leander (ibid., 573) that govi'vt (Psalms 
18:26) is a construct form (see fn.3l below), we are still obliged to consider whether their 
explanation is capable of accounting for the other forms. Consider, then, the analogy which 
supposedly produced the singular construct form raoi'vt. Should not the same analogy have pro
duced a plural construct form *ftsolte ( < *(t~olte on the analogy of Mvlte) , ' 3 "a singular abso
lute form *~o51t (on the analogy of dov5!t), and a suffixed singular form *f!aooltO (on the 
analogy of dovoitO), especially since the plural construct and the singular absolute are seman
tically closer to the plural absolute (which stands to the left of the equals sign in the 
proportion) than is the singular construct.'' 

This explanation, then, leaves us in a worse position vi.J., a v-L6 question 2 than we Nere to 
start with: not only does it fail to answer the question, it actually strengthens it. In 
addition, it fails to account for the special role played by final resonants in the shift 
(question 3), or the s- e alternation (question 4a). 

3.3. Malone's Ariswers to Questions l and 4a 

A third attempt to solve the riddle of the hfosJt- haoi'vt alternation was recently made by 
Malone (1971). Malone answers question 1 (ibid., 53-4) by assuming that epenthesis in the 
construct forms under discussion (unlike epenthesis in the corresponding absolute forms) 
took place early enough to feed the general stress-shift which Semitists have long posited 
for ancient Hebrew (Bergstrasser 1918:114-5, Bauer ru1d Leander [1922]1965:177ff, Cruttineau 
1931:97, Harris 1939:50, Goetze 1939, Blau 1972:81). Descriptions of this stress-shift vary 
from scholar to scholar, but all agree that nouns with two etymologically short stem-vowels 
(e.g. koveo, dov51t, <en5v) were originally stressed on the first of these vowels, rutd that the 
position of the accent in Massoreti: Hebrew (on the second stem-vowel) is a product of the 
stress-shift (Bergstrasser 1918:114, Bauer and Lerutder [1922]1965:178, Cantineau 1931:97, 

13 It must be admitted, however, that it is possible to claim that Tiberian Mvlte comes from 
*dav~e; see above, fn. 10. 

1 40ne might also ask why analogies of this sort did not chrutge nouns of the form CeDC 
(plural c\ieoc--<m) to eococ. 
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Goetze 1939:442, Blau 1972:81) , 15 A segolate noun which unden;ent epenthesis before this 
stress-shift would clearly have been part of this larger class of nouns, and would, there
fore, have participated in the stress-shift along with the other members of this class. 16 

The same conclusion was reached independently by the author of these lines. 17 

~Ialone's answer to question 4a is also new. He assumes (op. cit., 46) that the original 
epenthetic vowel was e, and that this e was later lowered to c in unstressed position. Malone 
does not motivate this solution, apparently expecting his readers to realize that the latter 
assumption is necessary in any case to account for such alternations as: 4em~ Zt.:m-, to~em~ 
!>al-t5lt.:m, hagge_a ..... haggsO-n6, yelev ...... ye~Ev-n5. 

~1alone 's answers to questions 1 and 4a are very appealing for the simple reason that they 
require very few assumptions beyond those required to account for other Hebrew phenomena. In 
dealing with questions 2 and 4b, on the other hand, Malone (op. cit., 58) offers no solutions 
beyond those set forth by Sievers (question 2) and Bauer and Leander (question 4b), which, as 
we have seen, are far from economical. TI1e answers which we are about to give to these 
questions - and to question 3 - are, the author believes, more in hannony with the multiply 
motivated solutions to questions l and 4a which Malone put forth. 

15Most of these scholars believe that the stress-assignment rule of Classical Arabic (the 
so-called Vitw.U:beYtge.oe.tz) originally held for Hebrew as welL This rule assigns the 
stress in this word-class to the first stem-voweL Goetze agrees with this result for 
his own reasons. His position (1939:442-3) is that the first stem-vowel \vould have been 
syncopated if it had not been stressed - and the contrast between the treatment of short 
.£ in zJ11.0ae < *a-ULae, ~iimOJL < *[UmM., and -t·'S[10f. < *t{.~Zit, on the one hand, and the treat
ment of that same vowel in ce.nOv < *c..inab and 9e-t0<;" < *cJUa<=, on the other (ibid., 444) 
would certainly seem to bear him out. The fact that the Akkadian reflexes of this class 
are also stressed on the first syllable is further proof, according to Goetze (ibid., 
444·5). 'l11is latter argument is developed and refined in Steiner 1975 (cf. esp. p. 8). 

16That early epenthesis (in the vicinity of a final resonant:) shows up as a shift of form-
class in Tigre as well is clear from Gragg's description (1974:3): 

11Te does not tolerate final clusters either, but uses various processes to get 
rid of them. The most frequent is epenthesis (¢ > o!C Cli : lw£.b > ka£.ob) ... ; 
but shift in form class (biiq£. > biiqii.f., so frequently for CiiCR, where R is a 
resonant) and deletion of homorganic consonants (qiiltn > qiilt) are also attested." 

The synchronic repercussion of early SYNCOFE is also a shift of form-class, cf. kovea
kEvEO, koeen ~ kE8E6, yoJtex ..... yf.Jtsx, goOVt,... gEoor., '=oJr.U,..... ~'"SJtsR., ~e.R.5e ..... ~Ua"", .6eC"51t--
,gacaJt, co.65n...., cE.6sn, Zox5Jt ..... .6ExCJL, "o1t6x,..... "Sil.EX, "o.6e.a,..... "S.6so (Steiner 1975:3-4). 

17As Malone points out (l97l:60fn58), this same rule-ordering (or "change-ordering") device 
was employed by Bauer and Leander ([1922]1965:213) to explain the shift of the accent 
in other classes of nouns (cf. also Goetze 1939:447). It is not entirely clear why these 
scholars did not extend this solution to the class of construct forms under discussion. 
It is possible that they were put off by the fact that it leaves the Um6iiftbung of the 
epenthetic vowel (in forms like ftiioi\it, etc.) unexplained. But then we may legitimately ask 
why they didn't use the analogy theory IN CONJUNCTION WITH the rule-ordering theory as 
does Malone. By doing so they would have strengthened their analogy theory, since the 
probability of any given analogy taking place would appear to rise in direct proportion 
to the similarity between the analogandum and the analogans. TI1is consideration clearly 
outweighs the "economy" of allowing one theory (viz. the analogy theory) to account for 
both Um6iiltbung and stress-shift. 
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4. NEW ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 2, 3, AND 4b 

4.1. Question 2 (TI1e Stress Shift) 

It has often been noted that alternations like zoqen- zoqru1, internally reconstructed to 
obey Philippi's law (which 1s, in turn, based on an internally reconstructed version of zoqen
zoqii.nl:i, and states that short, stressed, checked, non-low, front vowels become low) prove 
that final vowels (case endings) were apocopated earlier in the construct state than in the 
absolute (Bergstrasser 1918:115,149, Bauer and Leander [1922]1965:523, Harris 1939:41, Blau 
1972:69,223). 

CONSTRUCT APOCOPE 

"'r: 
"'C' 
<nI
 

4 

PHILIPPI'S LAW 


"' 0'"I(')~0 

to ~ 
""'+"'

ABSOLUTE APOCOPE 

Figure l 

Since the loss of case endings is a necessary pre-condition for epenthesis, it seems reason
able to assume that the construct state was the leader in the area of epenthesis as well: 

CONSTRUCT APOCOPE 

PHILIPPI 'S J.AW CONSTRUCI' EPENTHESIS 
(') 

"' 0
"' c0 z 
to ~ 
'"< ~- :;,• 

ABSOLUTE APOCOPE 

~J;:oo 
~ 

~ 

ABSOLLITE EPENTHESIS 

Figure 2 

If so, we may answer question 2 simply by assuming that stress-shift occurred after nouns in 
the construct state underwent epenthesis but before nouns in the absolute state did so: 
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CONSTRUO' APOCOPE 

· "':.1f..eD8 

k ~ ··~------ -,;. 

PHILIPPI'S LAW CONSTRUCT EPENTHESIS 
,., n 
"' 00 c 

z 
"' Cl>< M 

I" 
ABSOLlffE APOCOPE STRESS- SfllFf 

Figure 3 

The claim is, then, that the stress did not shift to the epenthetic vowel in forms like 
~EoEJz., hfvs!, etc. because these forms did not get their epenthetic vowels LIDtil after the 
extinction of stress-shift. 

It should not surprise us to learn that epenthesis proceeded in stages. The two stages we 
have identified coincide more or less with the stages discovered by Bauer and Leander (op. 
cit., 213). The existence of a third stage has been tentatively proposed (Harris 1941:145), 
based on the contrast between the behavior of the bgd kp:t stops following an epenthetic 
vowel in a noLID and the behavior of those consonants following an epenthetic vowel in a verb 
(cf. especially the minimal pair bqii~ae 'to take q 

8 
: Coqil(wt 19 'you (f.) took') . This con

trast would seem to prove that epenthesis took place later in the verb, 2 0 too late to be 

18In Hebre\oJ, infinitives pattern with the nouns because they are derived from verbal noms. 

''The unspirantized :tin this form is a regular feature of the Zfs perfect suffix, cf . 
.6oxa{ta..t 'you forgot r' .6o.ta~at: 'you sent I' poBCi~aX 'you opened I' yooacat 'you knew'' 
y~ryii<=a,t 'you toiled', .6om<ic:CLt 'you heard', fUgga:=a.t 'you arrived', WbO:."'a..t 'you satiated', 
po~ac~t 'you transgressed'. 

20Just as the early date of construct epenthesis is a fLIDction of the early date of con
struct apocope, so too the late date of epenthesis in wayy~ad (note, in addition to the 
LIDspirantized d, the LIDlengthened, or at least LID lowered, .(of this form and others like 
it in contrast with the e of ye~O.m) and bqii(1a:t, 6oxi1(1a:t, etc. may be a fLIDction of the 
late date of apocope in final-w,y verbs and in the second person feminine singular of the 
perfect. Evidence for the late date of apocope in the latter comes from the LIDspirantized 
(and simplex?) :t of no8a:t(:t?) 'you gave', in which apocope took place too late for the 
final :t to be affected by spirantization (contrast ma:t:t58 'gift'), either because spiran
tization was already extinct or because geminate simplification, a prerequisite for spiran
tization, was already extinct. This theory is not necessarily in conflict with Blau 1 s 
theory that apocope took place EARLIER in the verb than in the absolute-state noLID (1972: 
65), because that theory was put fon;ard to accoLIDt for forms like 6omii!L and y.i.xbiio in 
which we find a instead of o in syllables which were originally open. There is no good 
reason for assuming that apocope in wayy.i.~ad and bqafta:t was as early as apocope in 6omaJt 
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affected by spirantization. 21 If so, we obtain a tri-partite division: 

CONSTRUCT EPENTHESIS q;rae 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------STRESS-SHIFT 

ABSOLUTE EPENTHESIS Ito I qarae 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------SPIRANTIZATION 

VERB EPENTHESIS 


Figure 4 

It is sobering to realize that, were it not for the fact that two of the sound changes which 
took place while epenthesis was in progress (viz. stress-shift and spirantization) happened 
to be fed by it, the Massoretic reflex of *qa(U: would have been identical in the construct, 
in the absolute, and in the verb, and we might never have suspected that epenthesis cannot 
be assigned to only one position in the sequence of Hebrew sound changes. The possibility 
that there are other such changes of which we are not aware is disturbing. 

4.2. Question 3 (Change Favored by a Final Resonant) 

The relationship between sonority and epenthesis has long been recognized by linguists. 
Sievers (l90la:294-S) and especially Jespersen (l913:19lff) have interesting things to say 

and yixbao - in fact there is evidence suggesting the opposite. It is quite likely, for 
instance, that in Jeremiru1's dialect neither wayyi~ad nor loq~tat had undergone apocope, 
cf. forms like wattizni-~5m 'and she (!) committed fornication there' (Jeremiru, 3:6) and 
'at-tf:mlu (paro>.")'tone!) 'do not erase (masculine!)' (18:23), for the former, and ketivs 
like lmdty (2:33), q1I'ty (3:4), ~m"ty (4:19), hl/uy (31:20), 111Ibyty (46:11) and probably 
also forms like ~ovMti (2:20) and 11d-i:aqti (lac. cit.), for the latter. Forms like oomM 
and yixbao, on the other hand, show no sign of having preserved their final vowels in 
Jeremiru, 's dialect or any other for that matter. Thus, Blau' s theory about the date of 
apocope in verbs should be restricted to the verb forms from which his evidence is dJ'm,n, 
evidence which, incidentally, can be explained on the basis of accent rather than syllable 
structure (cf. Brockelmann l903:9fnl and Nyberg l952:§15a,b). 

21 This solution presupposes that spirantization was no longer productive at the time of the 
Massoretes, but as Blau has pointed out (private communication): 

"In Aramaic, at any rate, spirantization was a living feature even in Saadiab's 
time (v. his comn~ntary to Sefer Yesirah). It is to be assumed that the same 
was the case in Hebrew, so decisiveiy influenced by Aramaic." 

This is a serious objection which I am unable to dispose of in a convincing manner. It is 
true that it is a long way from the Aramaic vernacular of women in lOth-century Baghdad to 
the Biblical Hebrew reading tradition of the Massoretes in 8th-century Tiberias, but the 
gap is narrowed considerably by the existence of segolated but unspirantized verbs in 
Biblical Aramaic (hMtiixa[tat 'you have been found', Daniel 5: 27) and Babylonian Hebrew 
(ya~ad 'let it rejoice?; let it be united?', Job 3:6 in Yeivin l973a:54,l30). I have 
decided to retain Harris' explanation because I fail to see any viable alternative to it: 
the various analogies that might be proposed to account for the unspirantized t in loqarat, 
~olarat, poS~at, etc. are not capable of accounting for the unspirantized d in wayyzrad. 
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on this subject, but, for our purposes, the most useful discussion is that of Bloomfield 
([1933]1965:384): 

"When a relatively sonorous phoneme is non-syllabic, it often acquires syllabic 
function; 22 this change is !mown by the Sanskrit name of oamp!ta!.>Mana. Thus, 
in sub-stru1dard English, ~n [elm] has changed to ['el~]. This is often followed 
by another change, !mown as anapi:yxM., the rise of a vowel beside the sonant, 
which becomes non-syllabic. Primitive Indo-European *[agros] 'field' gives pre
Latin ;'[agr]; in this the [r] must have become syllabic, and then an anaptyctic 
vowel must have arisen, for in the historical Latin form agelt f 'ager] the e rep
resents a fully formed vmvel. Similarly, Primitive Gennanic forms like :l:l 'alzraz] 
'field', i:[ 'foglazj 'bird', *[ 'tajknanJ 'sign', *f 'maj8maz] 'precious object' 
lost their unstressed vowels in all the old Germanic dialects. The Gothic forms 
Jakrs, fugls, tajlcn, maj8ms] may have been monosyllabic or may have had syllabic 
sonants; anaptyxis has taken place in the Old English forms ['cker, 'fugal, 
'ta:ken, 'ma:doml, though even here spellings like 6ug.t are not tmcommon. 11 

That the same relationship between epenthesis and sonority may have existed in Arabic (in the 
pausal forms of nouns on the pattern CVCCun] was pointed out already by Brockelmann (1908:1, 
209) and Schaade (19ll:58), and Harris (1936:34) was able to demonstrate its existence in 
Punic as well: 

"Beginning with Punic there are traces of anaptyxis in doubly closed syllables, 
similar to the occurrence of anaptyctic vowels to simplify the pronunciation of 
the Hebrew segolates. As would be expected, the words in which this occurs are 
those in Mlich the last consonru1t is more sonorous than the preceding, thus 
making a group which is normally not a single syllable at all and which is very 
difficult to pronmmce. For IJ.P*qa.blt 'grave,' there is the Ptmic variant iVJP, 
with an anaptyctic vowel. In Neo-Pmic, *Mdlt 'vow' is often written JV1J; 
*J.Jifvt 'memory', iV:JiJ; and *c:-MJr. 'ten', IVDV." 

Evidence that the relationship may have also held in Hebrew was adduced by Speiser ([1926] 
1967) in 1926. (Blake's unsuccessful attempt (1911:219) to prove that Tiberian Hebrew had 
syllabic resonants in word-final position need not detain us). Speiser observed (op.cit., 
390-2) that in Hebrew nouns and verbs which end in a consonant cluster, i.e., forms which 
should have undergone epenthesis but didn't, the first consonant of the cluster is generally 
more sonorous than the second (although it is clear that other factors besides sonority are 
at work in these fonns"). 'The forms in question are: neJtd 'nard', 'Md 'Ard (pr.n.) ', yeJtd 

22 Cf. Bell 1970 for a detailed ru1alysis of this change, based on data from a large group I

of languages. 

2 'It is no accident that the epenthesis-resistant cluster in four of the forms is ltd and 
that it is a voiceless sibilant (generally ~) plus a voiceless stop (generally t) in five 
or six of the others. Since It and d are homorganic, epenthesis between them would pro I 

duce a sequence close to the CxVCx sequence which many lru1guages tend to eliminate (probab I 
ly because of the delicate coordination of opposing muscles reRuired to move ffil articula I 
ting organ back and forth quickly, cf. "tongue-twisters" like 'Peter Piper picked a peck ! 
of pickled peppers") by metathesis (cf. the "2-2 Contraction" rule of Arabic (Hetzron 
1974:6-7)), syncope (Bell 1970:12), or haplology. (Counter examples like msltcil, ZEitEil 
(pr.n.) and M'Jtcil (pr.n.) result from the momentum that Wang (1969:22) has dubbed the 
"snowball effect" and do not affect the validity of the argument.) A similar point is made 
by Sievers (190la:295): 
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'have dominion', yCUtd 'give dominion', qo~-t 'truth', ko1t24 'putchuck', ye:6:f. 'turn aside', 
yeXt 'drink', wo.yyal.q 'gave to drink', wo.yye.vk 'wert' ya6t 'make wide', wayy-C6:t 25 'was en
ticed', and the entire group qo:tal:t (but cf. wo.yy~b 2 l 'took captive'). From this evidence 
and some rather too carefully selected parallels in Arabic, Ethiopic, and Akkadian, Speiser 
deduced (ibid. , 392- 3) that: 

"When two consonants were left in the Semitic languages at the end of a word, 
there arose the need to develop a secondary vowel in the final syllable if the 
last consonant was more sonorous than the preceding one. For practical purposes 
it may be said that this was the case between a stop or sibilant and a following 
liquid or nasal. Thus arose forms like Arab. mahat, Hebrew ''"aben > "eben, Akk. 
~atam. 111at there was no phonetic need for the development of a segolate vowel 
if that order of consonants was reversed is proved by the fact that in modem 
Arabic there is no anaptyxis under such conditions, hence we get here forms like 
qatb, mil~. 111e same is true of the short imperfect of the Hebrew verbs of the 
type .te.Jt;t{_ae. wy, hence y-iben occurs in that language alongside of yaJtd and yeXt2 7 

.... And finally, in some lanauage.s the vmvel was extended to all noms capable 
of seg~lization, Tidtab 1 y in H~hrew wht"re e el]e4 is now fmmd by the side of =>oze.n.~ 
ge(!Vt. 

"Svarabhakti tritt t.nn so leichter ein, je grOssere Schwierigkeiten sich einer 
raschen Umsetzung der Articulationsstellung darbieten, d.h. je grosser die 
Articulationsdifferenz der Nachbarlaute ist. Zwischen nahezu homorganen 

t. 11Lauten tritt sie daher ausserst selten auf, so etwa zwischen .tr. + d, h..+ 

As for the failure of qo6j:, /w[:t, yeJj:, yeZ:t, wayy<Li,a, and wayy.Wo (li pronowKed [wayyiSpj) 
to Wldergo epenthesis, it is of a piece \..;i th the irregular syncopation of vowels in the 
environments X:l_:t and 6_tt in languages where syncope is normally restricted to (short) 
vowels in two-sided open syllables, e.g. P-S *:>J.6a-tu- > *=>L6tu-, *.6-U:Xaxu- > *.6..W:tu
(Steiner 1975:2 ,5-6 ,8), Hebrew *1illay{n> > [.tayill, Syriac Zilla. > [:tii, and perhaps also 

Akkadian -Cna 6attaqad > Aramaic "d:toqaa (Speiser [ 1926] 1967: 377fnl6). Both of these 

phenomena, l1ke the metathesis which produced Biblical Aramaic "-i.6:tiw 'they drank' ( < 

•I, :iUw), reflect a preference for uninterrupted sequences of voiceless sibilant (esp. X) 
followed by voiceless stop (esp. :t), but the reasons for this preference are not enfirely 
clear. 

24 A Mislmaic term attested in o Uq~-i.n II I. 5. For the vocalization. cf. Mislma Codex Parma B. 
25That yafi:t and wayy-C6;t already had fricative 6 (instead of earlier p) by the time verb 

epenthesis took place follows f~.-,m the relative chronology proposed by Harris (cf. above, 
p. 9) on the basis of forms like yi~ad. 

26 This is probably an exception, but it is also possible that final b was devoiced in this 
word. 

2 7 Speiser appears to be less than candid when he contrasts yiVtd and yu:t with forms like 
wattsmsl!., y.i.vsn, y.i.6sn (ibid., 391,393), leaving his readers to infer that the law of 
sonority is a synchronic fact within the realm of final-y apocopated imperfects in Hebrew. 
Actually, there are numerous counter-examples to the law of sonority even in this limited 
sub-class (e.g. :t.i.l!.s~, y.i.ll.cv, wayy.i.ms~, :tsll.s6, wayy.i.ll.s6, wa:ttsm£~, :t£1Lsv and perhaps also 
wayy.Wb, cf. fn. 26). It is true that all or most of the counter-examples exhibit "over
epenthesis" with respect to the law of sonority rather than '\mder-epenthesis," but this is 
a much weaker statement than the one which is implicit in Speiser's discussion. 
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Speiser's hypothesis is reasonable, even though it goes far beyond the evidence adduced by 
him. Moreover, it provides a simple answer to question 3, for if segolates ending in a 
resonant '"ere the first to undergo epenthesis, then it is possible to asstm1e that they were 
the only ones (aside from segolates with a medial laryngal like ba"d and qai7X) which under
went epenthesis early enough to be affected by stress-shift. Accordingly we must modify the 
diagrams on pp. 9 and lll as follows: 

CONSTRUCT APOCOPE 
..--........._ f.'Jc,k}


~!!_0,, 
--~ 

~~ ,, ,. FJ:JAL RESONANT & 
PHILIPPI'S LAW MEDIAL LI\RYNl'J\L 

CONSTRUCT EPENTiiESIS 

j 

ABSOLUTE APOCOPE STI<ESS·SHIFT 

Figure 5 

FINAL FESONANT & 

MEDIAL LARYNGAL 

CONSTRUCT EPENTHESIS 


-----------------------------------------------------------------------STRESS-SHIFT 

ABSOLUTE EPENTHESIS [£o I qa[ta8 

---------------------------------------------·····-------------------SPIRANTIZATION 

VERB EPENTiiESIS bqafta-t 

Figure 6 

Further evidence for Speiser's hypothesis comes from a small group of segolate toponyms, allu
ded to above (§3.1), which undement epenthesis early enough to be affected by stress-shift: 
.6'Exfm, g5vat, and, less certainly, .6500m. That these toponyms are indeed segolates is per
fectly clear (except in the case of o5oom) from allomorphs which occur with locative and 
gentilic suffixes (Xsxmo[h), g~v£L, and oooml828 

), from transcriptions in the Amarna letters 

28This form is listed, without reference, by Yeivin 1973a:l45. The source is apparently 

S~61Ul, Codex Assemani 66, p. 52, where examples appear in lines 8 and 9. The fonn is 

spelled with a ,6 :W..O after the 0, but .6 ~ in this manuscript, as in all or most other 
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(Sakmi, Gubla) and other ancient documents (cf. Koehler, Baumgartner, et. al. 1967, s. v. g·J'vU), 
and, to a lesser degree, from variant spellings in the Isaiah Scroll (~wdm) and the Genesis 
Apocryphon (owdm, <~wdmn) (cf. Kutscher 1959:83-4). Here again we find that all of the fonns 
in question end in a resonant. 

It remains to be said that, while it is clear that Xilx£m, govU, and possibly ~2oom underHent 
epenthesis earlier than absolute-state C0~1MON nouns ending in a resonant, it is not all clear 
why this should be so. Could it be that proper nouns were used in "pausal" form (i.e. with
out case-endings) in ancient Hebrew as Brockelmann (1903:5fnl) suggested? Or does the excep
tional behavior of these place-names merely indicate that they were borrowed from the dialects 
of the cities to which they refer (Malone 1971:56, Bauer and Leander [192211965:580)? Further 
research is clearly called for. 

A n~re difficult problem is posed by the existence of COMMON nouns stressed on their epenthetic 
vowel in the absolute state as well as the construct. It is well-known that nouns ending in 
y generally fall into this category. Since y is even more sonorous than the liquids and nasals, 
it is not surprising that tl1ese nouns should be more susceptible to early epenthesis and, con
sequently, to stress-shift. TI1e only question is whether the oxytone allomorphs spread to the 
absolute state by analogy29 or whether epenthesis preceded apocope in final-& nouns. 3 0 

Nouns with medial , are also regularly stressed on their epenthetic vowel in the absolute state, 
and much of what has been said about final-y nouns applies with slight modification to this 
class of nouns as well. We might also note that the relationship between the medial-, nouns 
and the other medial-laryngal nouns is very similar to the relationship between the final-y 
nouns and nouns ending in a liquid or nasal. 

The most difficult problem of all is posed by nouns which are stressed on their epenthetic 
vowel in the absolute state, but yet do not fall into either of the above classes. Some of 
these (gilviVL, 31 Z:ilow) end in a liquid or semi-vowel, but some (d':ivii6, o5v6x, ~;Jviix?) do not. 

manus<;=ripts with Early Babylonian vocalization (Yeivin 197 3a: 70) , often stands for ety
molopcal and phonetlc ¢. The vocalization with o (although i.t is possible that in line 
9 _this has been corrected to u) is puzzling (one would normally expect u in the Babylo
man system), but not entirely unparalleled; cf. Yeivin 1973a:63(several examples) ,202 
(>oxlelyl 'foods'), 204 (-I:MP'Jih)). Incidentally, the form we are discussing is not a 
hapax. There are many examples of graphemic -< swdmy>- scattered throughout RabbiniC 
llterature (Kutscher l959:84,Sokoloff [1969]1972:295) which are clearly to be read <luam{ 
(Kutscher loc. cit.) or ~oam{. Finally, we should note that if we accept Kutscher's 
derivation (lac. cit.) of owdmy from an original *~udumiyyu, the Sifra's vocalization 
b<e_COJTI<:S less dlfflcult to explain, although one might still have eJqJected ~uomi8 or 
~-aaom-ce. It 'l)ay, therefore, be necessary, in the end, to abandon our classification 
of the name ~ooom as a segolate. 

29 Analogy was more likely with final-y nouns than with, e.g., final-k nouns, because more 
flnal-y construct forms had undergone epenthesis. 

30 In the latter case, we would posit gadyu > gadiu > gadiyu. Changes of this type (which 
l!lcrease the number of syllables in a word) are discussed by Jespersen (1913:193,198-9). 
This solution would allow us to account for forms like ~5viyy5 (Song 4:5 7:4) and 
g5aiyyo8iiyix (Song 1: 8) without invoking analogy. · ' 

31 This form, '<hich occurs in the phrase goviVL bm{m (Psalms 18:26) is often said to be a 
construct form. Tilis view presupposes that bm<m can be a noun as well as an adjective, 
an assumption which is highly questionable. Not surprisingly the Hexapla vocalizes yaBp 
ea~l~. 
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These forms are anomalous in other ways as well: l) pre-tonic vmvels, even a, 32 have been 
reduced (Malone 1971: 56fn40), even though the tonic vowels are etymologically short,'' and 
2) stressed a has not been replaced by o (except before w'') even though these are nominal 
forms. For these forms, the assumption of inter-dialectal borrowing (Malone 1971:56, Bauer 
and Leander [1922]1965:580) would seem to be the only solution. 

4.3. Question 4b (the Vowel a) 

If we accept Malone's assumption (1971:40) that the ori~inal epenthetic vowel was uniformly 
e, we JTRlSt explain how this vowel was lowered to a in {1aOM, etc. Two possibilities come to 
mind. On the one hand, we might attribute the lowering of e to the presence of Jt (and, of 
course, the laryngals; cf. ~1alone 's rule (hH), loc. cit.), especially if it took place while 
the e was still nnstressed, cf. *wauyii.o~fl.. 'he removed 1 > wayy5.oaJt, and *wa.yyac-.i..Jt 'he wakened' 
> wayy6"a!l.. If, on the other hand, the lowering of e took place after the stress had shifted 
to it, Philippi's law would seem to provide the answer. 35 

Neither of these solutions is ldthout its difficulties. The former solution is incapable of 
explaining why the epenthetic vowel of '-> ;Jyii.n was lowered, while the latter solution fails to 
explain why the epenthetic vowel of havU was NOT lowered. Nevertheless, the latter solution 
seems preferable, since there are other exceptions to Philippi's law which must be accounted 
for in any case: *'avU'' (note the striking phonetic similarity to havUl), "aqev, and 
~amel. Rather than explain these forms m·my as analogical restorations (a strategy which, in 
any event, will not work with havU, since the corresponding absolute form is not *hovU but 
hEvcl), we propose a solution based on the possibility that Philippi's law and stress-shift 
partially overlapped in time. 

A glance at figure 5 reveals that Philippi's law and stress-shift at least fall within the 
same general time-period (after construct apocope and before absolute epenthesis''), and that 
stress-shift could easily be the later of the two. At the same time, it is l<ell-known that 
stress-shift feeds Philippi's law. We may therefore hypothesize that stress-shift began 
in time to supply SOME customers to Philippi's law, but that the latter became extinct 
before the former had worked its way through the entire class of hi-syllabic construct 
fonns. 38 In other words, it is possible that we have coUNTER-feeding here as well 

32 Short a, the most sonorous of the short vowels, is generally innnune to pre-tonic reduc
tion in Biblical Hebre,;. Final-y segolates like g5dJ. (< *gadyu) and 1ov:Z (< *?abyu) are 
only apparent exceptions to this rule, since the original a of these foms was raised 
to c by vowel harmony ( cf. lzdyiixo, .tcly'5xo, pcltyi5xo, and g£o:C, lzfu, pfM., and the 
proper nouns 'cvyo~o6, 'cvyo8o1t) before being reduced. 

33This last detail, unmentioned by Malone, is crucial, cf. fn. 15, above. 
34The o in ZJl6w may be a product of assimilation (a becoming rounded before w) at~ ~ate 

stage, rather than a product of stress-lengthening, cf. Blau 1967:63, and add wayoSow 
(I Samuel 21:14) to the examples cited there. 

''This solution was suggested to me by Norman Didia, a student of mine at Touro College. 

"The form which is actually attested is 'avc.C-, i.e. with E and maqqe6; cf. p. 7 above for 
other examples of this alternation. 

''I.e., the first stage of absolute epenthesis -- affecting nouns ending in a resonant. 

This must have taken place very soon after absolute apocope. Accordingly, the time

period covered by this diagram is not so long as to invalidate the argument which we 

wish to base on it. 


''Wang 1969, which I came across after writing these lines, argues, on theoretical grounds, 
that competition between (= the overlapping of) sound-changes is one of the causes of 
sound-change residue. The Hebrew data presented here certainly seem to support Wang's 
position. 
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as feeding 39 - and that /Uf.vU, *!)iivU, eaqe.v, and hWnel are 11products" of this comter
feeding. As such, hiivU would no longer stand in the way of a solution to question 4b based 
on Philippi's law. 40 

S. CONCLUSION 

This investigation has shown that fonns like ~iioaJt and ltiivU are relics of an early stage in 
the development of Hebrew. TI1e occurrence of these fonns in Tib"-rian M~ssoretic Hebrew is 
significant, firstly because some of them (e.g. ).;;JyiVt, z5Jta<, no:t-a<, [tMiilt) must have already 
disappeared from colloquial Hebrew by the Mishnaic period, and secondly, because a number of 
them have been replaced by their absolute-state co-allomorphs in the Babylonian tradition of 
Biblical Hebrew, e.g. hiiviif (Kahle [1902]1966:171-2), Xiiyii.Jt (Yeivin l973a:l93), Xiivii< c~Jth, 
Xiivii< m'wt, tela< m>wt (ibid., 220). 41 These facts must now be added to the growing body of 
scientific evidence (cf. esp. Kutscher 1959:23-52) indicating that the Tiberian vocalization 
is a faithful, even slavish, reproduction of a stubborn oral tradition which succeeded in 
preserving ancient fonns even after they had disappeared from the Hebrew spoken by the bearers 
of that tradition. 
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